
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 49�58. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSSOFTWARE AGENTS IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT MOBILITYMARIA GANZHA∗, WOJCIECH KURANOWSKI† , AND MARCIN PAPRZYCKI‡Abstrat. Autonomous software agents are often laimed to beome a new generation of tools failitating e�ient managementof information. While a number of possible agent appliation areas an be found in the literature, support for �aademi mobility� isnot one of them. At the same time student mobility is one of the important objetives within the European Union and, as we arguein this paper, software agents ould be used to streamline administrative proesses involved in setting up student partiipation andhelp students that are interested in it as well as administrative units that have to support it. In this paper we introdue an agentsystem designed to failitate student mobility, present UML diagrams of agents of that system and disuss an initial implementationof a system-skeleton.Key words. Multi-Agent System, Agent mobility, JADE agent environment1. Introdution. One of the more important urrent goals that the European Union is striving at ahiev-ing (with only limited suess) is soial mobility. In this ontext, one of promising ways of ahieving futuresoial mobility is through various forms of �aademi mobility� involving students and faulty members of EU-loated institutions of higher learning visiting other suh institutions. Mobility of �aademiians� is supported�nanially through a number of Marie Curie Mobility Programs. There, programs like Sorates and Mundusare designed, among others, to allow students to visit universities in other EU ountries and spend there one ortwo semesters, while obtaining a living stipend from the EU. Suh a visit is possible when: (a) two universitieshave a bilateral agreement and (b) student applies to the program and is aepted (if there are more interestedstudents than the agreed number of exhanges, wins a ompetition). Note that faulty members an be alsoa part of Sorates/Mundus agreements and therefore results presented here an be extended into support offaulty mobility, but they are outside of sope of our urrent interest.Obviously, arranging a student visit involves a large number of administrative steps and further steps arealso required post ompletion of a visit. Ful�llment of all neessary requirements is a tedious task and takes alot of energy on the part of the student and resoures on the part of the University.As it was suggested in [8, 12, 16℄ autonomous software agents are one of best possible approahes tomanage and deliver personalized information in large omplex environment. Reently a few researh projetshave attempted at pursuing this suggestion. One of important projets in this area is the EU-funded�Pelluid[10, 18, 13, 14, 15℄. Pelluid attempted at takling management of experiene in publi organizations, partiularlythose aspets of experiene management related to organizational mobility (e.g. movement or irulation ofsta� from one unit to another�within an organization). The basi metaphor for experiene management isthat of an intelligent assistant that looks over oneâ��s shoulder and answers questions one might have at apartiular point of work. Suh an assistant detets that an employee is working in a partiular ontext, o�ersknowledge resoures that failitate her work. To this end, the Pelluid platform integrates tehnologies suhas autonomous ooperating agents, organizational memory, work�ow and proess modeling, and metadata foraessing doument repositories [11℄. In the ontext of our work, ubiquitous intelligent aess to doumentrepositories and doument �ow modeling are of partiular interest. Results obtained within the Pelluid projetwere somewhat similar to researh on utilizing software agents in doument �ow reported in [1, 2℄. Finally, in [9℄a shema of an arhiteture of the X-DoC WFMS projet, whih involves oneptualization and implementationof a work�ow management system in Graduate Admission Proess, was presented.Following these suggestions we have deided to develop an agent system that would failitate and support adi�erent aspet of �student management�� SOCRATES-type mobility program(s). Results presented here arean extension of work reported in [3, 4℄.We proeed as follows. In the next setion we summarize steps that have to be undertaken by a studentwho would like to partiipate in a mobility program. We follow with the desription of the design of an agentsystem and details of its implementation and, in Setion 4, disuss the performane of the system. We ompletepaper with a brief desription of our future researh diretions.
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50 M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski and M. Paprzyki2. Student mobility�what has to happen? Let us onsider two EU-based institutions of higher learn-ing that are to be involved in a Sorates-type student exhange program. While there exists a number of possiblenames for suh institutions (e.g. ollege, aademia, university et.), hereafter we will use a name university tosimplify the desription. The �rst thing that is happen is that two, or more, universities have to sign a bilateralagreement and report it to the �entral-Sorates-ageny� (in Brussels). It is only after this agreement is o�iallyregistered with suh an EU-ageny when students an be aepted into the program. Sine the agreements aretypially signed by International O�es of eah university, they are in some ways outside of bound of our system(for more details see below).Administrative steps that lead to student partiipation in the program involve a number of administra-tive units within both universities. Nowadays, even in ountries like Poland or Romania, we an observe fastinreasing role of eletronially stored and proessed data within universities (e.g. student reords). Further-more some universities already provide an interfae that allows students to hek items like: ourse-shedule,upoming exams, earned redits et. Finally, almost all students and most faulty members and administratorsommuniate using e-mail (to a lesser or greater extent). Thus there exist basis for developing system like theone outlined here. Let us now oneptualize situation when a student from an EU-loated university wishesto partiipate in a Sorates-type student exhange program. We assume here that her home university hasalready a number of bilateral Sorates-agreements signed and registered with the entral ageny. In this asethe following steps have to be ompleted (see also Figure 2.1):
• before departure1. Seleting foreign university2. Applying to the program3. Being aepted to a partiular exhange4. Delivering all neessary data appropriate administrative units both at the loal and the foreignuniversity5. Organizing a plae to live at the foreign site
• after arrival at foreign university:6. Contating appropriate department at the host university7. Arranging the shedule of ourses to be taken8. Managing ourses and redits required to meet the requirements of the exhange program
• after returning to the home-university:9. Completing a survey or delivering a report to the home-site oordinator.In urrent pratie, the �rst four steps involve mostly interations between the student and the Dean's O�eat her loal university, as well as an information exhange with the loal exhange program oordinator. Let usnote here, that the situation when multiple students are interested in a limited number of openings within anexhange program is handled in (3) �being aepted to a partiular exhange�. There a �ompetition� takes plaeand an appropriate number of students are seleted. What is partiularly interesting from our perspetive isanswer to the question, what happens to these students who did not qualify to a given exhange. As it beomeslear below, our proposed system allows suh students, in a very natural way, beoming involved in subsequent�ompetitions� (if any available exhanges remain un�lled). Step (5) is often ompleted �automatially� byan o�e at the host institution that reeives information about inoming exhange students as a part of thedoument irulation involved in steps (1)�(4). Otherwise, student has to searh a �at or to ommuniate witha separate organization whih supervises dormitories/apartment rental. After arriving at the hosen universitystudent has to ontat the host department to arrange the ourse shedule in suh a way to ful�ll the requirementsof the program (e. g. to aumulate a required number of redits, to study subjet areas that were overed bythe bilateral agreement et.).In all universities, appropriately prepared to handle exhange students, steps (1)�(4), (6)�(8) or (9) don'tpresent problems when onsidered independently (even if they are not supported by eletroni means of ommu-niation and thus unneessarily tedious). Problems materialize when all steps have to be ompleted �together�and thus, when various douments have to irulate between di�erent units within university; between di�erentunits in di�erent (foreign) universities and, �nally, between these units (both loal and foreign) and the stu-dent. Moreover, sine not every university supports eletroni data management to the same extent (and someuniversities in ountries like Bulgaria, have only a very minimal IT support in administration), it is often thease that an extremely large number of douments have to be transferred �manually�. This involves sendingletters, faxes, reeipts (in ase of organizing a �at) and/or numerous telephone alls. In it partiularly in this
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Fig. 2.1. System Summary; interations between agentsregard that the proposed system, desribed in the next setion, is expeted to be partiularly helpful.3. Student mobility � proposed agent system. The main idea of our projet is to develop a solutionwhih would make formalities of taking part in a student exhange program simpler, and also redue numberof issues that presently have to be dealt with �fae-to-fae.� We propose a system that would failitate semi-automati (and possibly even automati) deision making and enable fully automati �ow of information requiredto establish partiipation in an exhange program. Furthermore, as the system develops, it ould ompletelyremove humans from the proess (other than the student expressing a desire to partiipate in it). Let us startfrom summarizing (in Figure 2.1) the proposed �ow of ativities. Here, we have divided the funtionalities intothe following agents:Student Agent (SA) is an interfae between the student and the system and is also students' �representative.�Following the line of reasoning presented in [3, 4, 10℄ it is assumed that in the university of the future the SA willbe able to organize or provide view of students' shedule, hek the total number of redits aquired thus far,make an appointment with a professor and/or advisor et. In this way the SA is a limited ase of well-known(in agent literature) paradigmati onept of a �personal agent� [12℄. In our urrent system, the SA, plays aneven more limited role and represents the student only in organizing his partiipation in the student-exhangeprogram. After the student is aepted and arrives at the foreign university, the SA ommuniates with theDepartment Agent at the host university and supplies the exhange student with all required information.Among others, it helps student to arrange his ourse shedule. While in Figure 2.1 we an see the top levelview of all interations with other agents that the SA is involved in, in Figure 3.1 we present the omplete UMLstate diagram of this agent. The MCDM stands for Multiriterial Deision Making (the same demarationis used also in the ase of the Loal O�e Agent) and denotes the fat that in a full-blown, mature systemimplementation this step of agent operation involves an optimization proedure that leads to a deision. In thease of the SA the deision where to study ould involve a very large number of riteria suh as, geographialloation (e. g. student wants to go where limate is warm), partiular ountry (e.g. student does not want togo to Frane), program of study (e. g. student is interested in e-ommere and not in theoretial foundationsof omputer siene) et. Note that the blue (grey) box Studying involves a large number of steps (the samenotation is used aross the paper). Inside of the Studying box, one more MCDM is enlosed. This one involvesseletion of lass shedule. Here, among others, deisions balaning interest in subjet with willingness to wakeup at 7 AM ould be made.
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Fig. 3.1. Student Agent State diagramIn our system, the Loal O�e Agent (LOA) ats as a oordinator of the Sorates program (and even itsdiagram shows this by indiating that in most part the LOA �servies� reeived messages). LOA stores informa-tion about universities that urrently have bilateral agreements with its university. This list is onstruted onthe basis of messages obtained from the Noti�ation Ageny agent. Here we have to reall that signing bilateralagreements is the domain of International O�es. The way our system works, these o�es have to notify theNoti�ation Ageny agent �rst and that agent has to notify the LOA that it is ready to aept students withinthe purview of a given exhange (suh a noti�ation ontains also all neessary information, inluding appro-priate deadlines). Otherwise it would be possible that the LOA would aept students to the program that theNoti�ation Ageny would not yet be ready to servie. The LOA exhanges appropriate messages required toset up departure of a student to another university and handles student returning bak home form an exhange.In Figure 3.2 we present the omplete UML state diagram of this agent. Note the Considering Appliations,box (appearing within that Figure). In the proposed system Student appliations are aepted until a ertaindeadline. When the deadline passes, they are pre-proessed �rst to eliminate students who do not satisfy initialseletion riteria (e.g. at a given University students who have not ompleted suessfully previous semestersmay not be allowed to partiipate in the exhange program). The remaining appliations are onsidered usingan MCDM, the details of whih are likely to be institution dependent (e. g. at a given University, the GradePoint Average (GPA) in the ore ourses may be more important than the overall GPA).Noti�ation Ageny (NA) represents o�es (�in Brussels�) that supervise the student exhange program(inluding the �nanial matters). In our system, the NA has two funtions: (1) the above desribed bilat-eral agreement management; eah suh agreement has to be registered with the NA that in turn noti�es theLOA and the ∗LOA that it is ready to servie it, and (2) student partiipation management. Spei�ally,the NA has to be noti�ed that a given student is to partiipate in an exhange program. In response theNA validates the proposal to assure that it adheres to the rules of the program (also to hek if the limits ofpartiipation in a given program have not been somehow breahed). When a given proposal has been posi-tively validated (1) one of the spots available in the negotiated bilateral agreement is taken and (2) a givenstudent will be funded by the Sorates sholarship. In Figure 3.3 we present a omplete UML diagram of theNA agent.Department Agents (DA) may be oneptualized as a virtual ombination of a department head and sere-tary. One suh agent is reated for eah individual departments of eah university. These agents are envisioned tobe responsible for ourses o�ered during a given semester, ourse shedules, and alulation of ECTS, et. Sinemost of funtionality of this agent is related to the funtioning of the university rather than to our system andfalls mostly beyond the sope of our work, we have deided to omit its detailed UML-based oneptualization.Finally, the ∗Loal O�e Agent (∗LOA) is the LOA ounterpart at the foreign host institution. In otherwords, the ∗LOA is the LOA of the foreign university.
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Fig. 3.2. Loal O�e Agent State diagram

Fig. 3.3. Noti�ation Ageny state diagram3.1. Agent Interations. Let us now list interations between agents that take plae when the SAattempts at arranging the exhange program for the student (see Figure 2.1). We assume that the system hasbeen initialized, that the NA has send the list of on�rmed bilateral agreements to the LOA�s residing in thesystem et. In other words, the system is ready to servie students. In this stage, student has ommuniatedwith her SA and established the seletion riteria (e.g. ountry, subjet area, et.). Then, the system performsthe following ations (working autonomously � as we assume that when student spei�es requirements, agentsmake all deisions). Note that ommuniation between agents is ahieved through exhange of standard ACLmessages.1. SA sends searh request to the LOA to get addresses of all foreign universities that her LOA has bilateralagreements signed with (in the spei�ed �eld of study)



54 M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski and M. Paprzyki2. upon reeption of the address list, the SA sends messages to all of them, requesting information aboutloal requirements/arrangements/possibilities3. foreign DAs (∗DAs) reply providing requested details4. SA performs multiriterial optimization (MCDM) and selets one or more of available universities asthe plae where the student should go for the exhange5. SA informs the student about possibilities and suggests whih one to hoose (to be able to run the systemautomatially we have removed this step and replaed it with a fully automati seletion proess)6. SA sends to the LOA an appliation to the seleted university and upon reeiving on�rmation thatthe appliation has been reeived suspends itself until a deision is reahed (the LOA is assumed toproess appliations in bathes after ertain deadlines)7. LOA informs the SA if student quali�ed for the exhange�if student did not qualify, the SA goes bakto 5-above and the proess repeats8. LOA informs the NA that a given student was seleted to partiipate in a given student exhange andwaits for on�rmation9. when the NA validates the request it on�rms it by sending message bak to the LOA10. LOA sends all of the neessary douments for the student to beome a part of the exhange programto the (host) ∗LOA and obtains on�rmation11. ∗LOA registers an inoming exhange student (her/his SA is also registered with the loal system)12. SA moves to the foreign host13. SA ontats appropriate ∗DA14. ∗DA informs the SA about ourses available15. SA performs multiriterial optimization and on the basis of knowledge of student preferenes and seletsourses that math them16. SA informs the ∗DA that student ompleted sheduled ourses (urrently, to test the system, we haveimplemented a simple automati seletion, but a realisti system should involve student in the deision-making proess; both possibilities are overed by the Studying box in Figure 3.1)17. ∗DA informs the SA and the ∗LOA how many ECTS student aumulated18. ∗LOA �allows� the SA to go home19. SA moves to its home ontainer20. ∗LOA informs LOA about results of student exhange program partiipation (grades, ETCS, et.)Obviously, at this stage of the projet the multiriteria deision making proesses, mentioned above inpoints (4) and (14), have been replaed with a set of very simplisti seletion proedures. However, delving intodeision making was not of our urrent interest and is de�nitely outside of the sope of this paper. What wewere interested was to develop the system skeleton and illustrate experimentally that it works. To show thatagents ommuniate aordingly to the spei�ation and that agent mobility is appropriately utilized to workin unison with proposed student mobility. As illustrated in the next setion, we have fully ahieved this goal.4. System implementation and operation. The proposed system has been implemented in JADE 3.3[7℄. In a JADE based agent system, all agents exist within a platform that an be spread among multipleomputers. Within a platform, agents reside in and move between ontainers. In our experimental setup, everyontainer represents one university. We have inserted LOAs and DAs into eah ontainer (reall that a LOAan play a role of a ∗LOA depending on the diretion of the proposed student exhange). Additionally an NAis reated in the Main-ontainer (the Main-ontainer is the name used by JADE for the �system� ontainer thatis reated when JADE platform is started for the �rst time). After the system is initialized in this way we anreate as many SAs as we need.A �single� system run involves an SA performing all neessary steps to organize the exhange program forits student-master. As noted, in our urrent implementation we use very simple seletion riteria, i. e. the plaewhere the exhange program was to take plae was seleted on the basis of only two student preferenes: �eld ofstudy and number of ECTS redits she gathered thus far. An example of a system run is represented in Figures4.1-4.3 (here the, JADE provided, Sni�er Agent whih �reords� all messages inoming to and originating fromagents, it was told to �sni�,� was used to indiate the operation of the system).In the experiment we observe a sample senario involving �ve universities (loated at �ve separate omput-ers): UNIV1, UNIV2, UNIV3, UNIV4, UNIV5. At the UNIV1, DAs representing IT and Biology departmentshave been reated. Similarly, at the UNIV2 we see departments of IT and Chemistry, at the UNIV3 depart-
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Fig. 4.1. Sni�er Agent report for the Initial Part of Experiment 1ments of Philosophy and Mathematis, at the UNIV4 departments of IT and Mathematis, while at the UNIV5departments Mediine and Biology. In Figure 4.1 we see the Initial Part of the experiment, where the LOAagents register with the NA. Furthermore, an SA was reated within ontainer representing the UNIV1 univer-sity. This agent registers with its LOA and later requests addresses of available exhange programs that are ofpossible interest to its student-master. This proess is depited in Figure 4.2Finally, in Figure 4.3 we observe the moment when the SA arrives at the UNIV4 university. The mainpoint of this senario is for an IT student at the UNIV1 to arrange (and omplete) an exhange with the ITdepartment at the UNIV4 and this mission is aomplished.In a separate experiment, using the psexe sripting program [17℄ we have reated 22 ontainers representing22 universities (loated in 22 ountries), on 20 separate, networked omputers. We have then plaed �random�departments on eah one of them and suessfully run experiments with �students� (SAs) seeking exhangeprograms among all of these university departments (omputers). A sample sreen representing this experimentis presented in Figure 4.4. Finally we have experimented with a �mixed environment.� For instane we haverun the Main-ontainer on a Linux-based laptop, while the remaining omputers have been running Windows.We have observed no problems in any of trial runs. More details of these experiments (involving an earlier,somewhat less sophistiated version of the system) an be found in [3, 4℄.5. Conluding remarks. Our projet, in its urrent stage, illustrates the most important (from the pointof view of agent system design and implementation) features of system that would enable student mobilityautomation. Those are: mobility, ommuniation, registration, searhing et. Furthermore, the system skeletonhas been implemented and shown experimentally to work (even though, we have to admit, utilizing an extremelysimpli�ed sets of rules for deision making, seletion et.). We were able to run experiments on a singlenetwork, utilizing up to 20 omputers, inluding mixed Linux-Windows setup and found no problems. One ofthe important issues that have to be onsidered when onstruting agent systems is that eah suh a system hasto re�et the real world. Our example shows potential of software agents to automate an existing real-worldsenario. In the next steps of the development of this system, we will attempt at making it to resemble thereality even more, by fousing on developing and implementing the following features:
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Fig. 4.2. Sni�er Agent report of SA reation (Experiment 1)

Fig. 4.3. Sni�er Agent report SA arrives at the UNIV4 university (Experiment 1)1. Student Agent personalization (agent that atually knows what its student-master really �wants� and isable to truly represent her interests). In this ontext, we will have to �nd a way to represent user pro�leand this representation will have to be tied to the ontologies of �world of aademia� that will have tobe developed (see 4. below). A proposal how to tie ontologies and user pro�les has been reently putforward in [5, 6℄.2. Adding funtions to the Department Agent that would extend the ommuniation between the DA andthe SA and failitate possibility of developing the MCDM module that is to selet the student-optimalourse shedule.
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